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A very full 3 days in Melbourne at the annual
Australian Rostrum Council (ARC) conference
provided me with confidence that Rostrum has much
to offer new and existing members across the 90
clubs in Australia.
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Does your club have a rostered “host”, an information sheet for visitors and seek
a follow-up contact?
In the past year, it is clear that a significant proportion of visitors come from
“googling” the web and other social media formats. Some are looking for a
“quick fix”. Some are looking for a mix of development and social interaction.
Rostrum can deliver both, even if the latter is easier for the Program Director.
This year, NSW has built on Tasmania’s Accelerated Development program to
deliver a 3 month program in 2016. NSW is trying a “half day public seminar”
approach to get interested people together, and then offer a discount to those
who wish to join a club.
Some points of interest from the Annual conference in Melbourne:

20c buys C11 & Fmn Jill 21
Club 9

A reassuring trend is recognition in the corporate
world that good communication skills are needed at
all levels of business. Rostrum is well placed to
provide the training, tutoring and practice that are essential elements for
success. However, these words are not enough. We must pay attention to our
“client expectations” if visitors are to return a second time, and then seek
membership.

1. Constitution.
The current Constitution dates from 1980’s and is registered in South
Australia as an Incorporated Association. It has limited legal effect,
nationally.
As an organisation, Australian Rostrum already operates nationally in several
respects – Public Liability and related insurances, Website, Trademarks,
Publications, Voice of Youth.
A new National Constitution was drafted in 2011-12 by Fmn Dario Tomat.
Zones rejected this format in 2013 and a compromise format developed
by Queensland and a working party.
Unfortunately, the new draft Constitution has been referred back again for
formal legal advice before being endorsed by ARC.
Key Features expected:
 Australian Rostrum will be a company to represent Rostrum
across Australia.
 It makes each Zone a member of Australian Rostrum (Currently
seven Zones)
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Will have national registration, under National corporate law.
Members of Council will be Directors under corporate law.
Voting at ARC will retain the option of a poll representing Zone membership.
ARC may elect up to 2 additional, independent Directors for special expertise.
National President will be Independent, elected from Zone Directors with the affected Zone
entitled to elect a replacement (as happens now), or NP may be elected by the Board from the
wider Rostrum community.
Financial Year will be calendar year as is now the practice.

ARC has recommended a small increase in the National levy (50 cents per member), closely reflecting C.P.I.
movements. State Council will consider this at the next meeting.
2. ARC Office Bearers for 2017.
 President
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Training
 Webmaster

Fmn David Matters (NSW)
Fmn Ross Hayes (NSW).
Fmn Greg McKay (NSW)
Fmn Murray Mason (Vic)
Fmn Jenny Blain (Vic)

3. Voice of Youth
 1602 entries this year
nd
nd
 Tasmanians Eamonn Shorter 2 in the Seniors. Kelly Stone 2 in Juniors. Terrific result. See Jenny
Fraser’s article for details
 In 2017, Brisbane.
 Entries to be on-line in every state in 2017.
 Jenny Fraser agreed to continue as National Coordinator.
 Karen Macpherson will be the Tasmanian coordinator.
4. Website.






Public access to club meeting times, contacts, activities and sample tutorials.
“Member only” access to many Rostrum publications. Robert Bicknell (Vic) cataloguing
publications.
Tasmanian member registration with our Secretary, Lorraine Redway. Website passwords via Zone
Webmaster Michael Evans. (taswebmaster@rostrum.com.au).
Prompt advice on membership resignations and inductions helps our Secretary and Webmaster
manage the system and deliver service to new members.
Clubs to contact Michael to update club pages for meeting details and future events.

5. National levy 2017.
 Insurance levy $3.50 per member (all categories of membership, no relief for duals).


Member levy
members.



State Council to consider endorsement of the increase (50cents) in the member levy by 30
September 2016, and advise National Secretary.

$30 per member. Once for dual members. Relief for students and Associate

6. ARC Policies
 Tasmanian Code of Conduct and Grievance procedure welcomed and endorsed.
 NSW Draft Vilification policy endorsed.
Fmn Dave Asten
President – Tasmanian Rostrum
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The hardest thing about speaking is knowing that your audience can think at least five times faster than
you can deliver words.
To keep each mind engaged, it is critical to ensure that there are as few distractions as possible,
particularly visual distractions.
1. Find out prior to speaking or attending an event where you will speak, what the majority will wear –
casual dress or suits and ties, or after five, etc.
2. Dress similarly, so that those present will spend their time thinking about what you are saying and not
what you are wearing. Dress similarly to the majority.
3. Dress to impress – the well-pressed suit, clean and polished shoes, clean shirt, etc. Nothing is more off
-putting than crumpled clothes and dirty shoes.
You need to command attention and respect. You can do this in casual clothes, but not if they are
unkempt.
4. Wear conservative colour below your chest, dull coloured socks, etc. and bright colour near your face.
If you are not sure what colours bring out the light in your skin or eyes, try various clothes/shirts up against
your neck and face and see which suit you best, or go into a helpful clothing shop and do the same or ask
for help.
Men who want their audience to listen usually wear a very white shirt and bright tie (as per TV newsreaders), women wear bright blouses, scarves. Jewellery enhances the face provided it does not jiggle, like
long dangling earrings. Dress like newsreaders when you have to speak – it works. Keep the audience’s
eyes watching your eyes and face and their attention on your words.
5. Apply cosmetic make-up sparingly. Like actors from time immemorial – a little mascara around the
eyes and clear, bright lipstick helps both your eyes and lips to stand out.
It you are inclined to sweat – apply a little powder just prior to speaking. However, if you want to come
across as credible and genuine, don’t overdo makeup.
Keep your looks as natural as possible, just accentuate eyes and lips a little. Obviously do the best you can
with your teeth. People notice.
6. Physical presentation – Make sure the visible parts of your body – hair, nails etc. are as tidy and clean
as possible. Again, you want listeners to focus on what you are saying, not on the state of your cleanliness.
A fresh handkerchief is essential.
7.

Aids - Have your Cue cards/glasses in a pocket and your full speech in bag or briefcase.

Cue cards should blend with clothing as far as possible- pale blue paper on blue/navy clothes, beige on
browns and yellow, pale pink on pink and red clothes; and green on green clothes. Grey on grey and black
clothes. Cards should be a quarter of A4 (A6), or less, in size.
Linley Grant
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Debate Adjudication – Rules and Implications
Tutorial, Club 2, 19th July 2016
This tutorial aims to explain the rules according to which Rostrum Southern Regional inter-club debates
are held, and their implications for adjudicators and debaters.
Rostrum Tasmania has had a long tradition of debating as a fun way of practising persuasive and
entertaining public speaking.
However, some states have stopped debating, recognising that Rostrum doesn’t have specific
expertise in it.
Here in Tasmania, recognising that we were not the experts or rule-making authorities in debating,
we chose to adopt the rules defined by the Australian Debating Federation:
"The Australia-Asia Debating Guide", edited by Ray D'Cruz, (Australian Debating Federation,
2003)
This book is readily available from the internet. It can be downloaded from the Tasmanian
Debating Union website as a PDF.
Most of us are familiar with the basics of traditional competitive debating, so I’m just going to focus on 8
aspects that are new, or not well known or understood.

Reply Speeches and Points-of-Information
Australian Debating Federation debates now incorporate 2 non-traditional features:
A fourth speech for summing up, called the Reply Speech, and
Controlled interjections, called Points of Information.
The TDU and Tasmanian schools do use these features, but Rostrum has chosen not to have them in our
debates.
These new features are subject to specific rules, so if you are involved in school adjudication, or if
Rostrum ever adopts them, you will need to study.

Onus of Proof
There is no onus of proof on the Affirmative Team. Both teams have an equal responsibility to prove their
respective cases.

Expert Knowledge
You must ignore your specialist knowledge. The adjudicator must evaluate the debate from the viewpoint
of "the average reasonable person".

Standard Roles and Responsibilities
Each speaker must incorporate/acquit his standard roles and responsibilities:
1st speakers must address the Definition, (and others shouldn’t);
All speakers (except 3rd Negative) must add new Arguments to build their team case;
All speakers (except 1st Affirmative) must Rebut;
3rd speakers must Sum Up.
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More Reasonable Definition
If the Negative team disagrees with the Affirmative’s definition, then each side must argue that they
have the "more reasonable definition", and that it is not Prohibited.
A definition is Prohibited if
There is no logical or relevant link to the topic;
It is self-proving or truistic, (eg "That tomorrow is another day", taken literally); or
It artificially/unfairly sets the debate in particular time or place, (rather than here and now).
It is entirely up to the Negative team to challenge and prove to the Adjudicators if they believe that
the Affirmative is using a definition that is Prohibited or less reasonable than their own.

Going Over and Under Time
Anything said after the final bell is simply ignored by the adjudicator, so it can’t contribute to the mark
awarded for Matter. No extra time penalty is imposed, though it may affect marks for speech
structure under Method.
Failure to control the balance of a speech, (eg delivering so much rebuttal so as to leave inadequate
time to present your substantive case), will lose marks in Method for poor structure.
Speaking under time means not enough material was presented, resulting in lower marks for Matter.
No extra time penalty is imposed.

No New Material
Any new arguments from the 3rd Negative speaker must be ignored by the Adjudicator. But new
examples and rebuttal are OK.
(For example, if debating “That sport is dominated by rich white men”: If 3rd Neg suddenly argues that
sprinting and long distance races have mostly been won by blacks, then that is new material. But if
the 2nd Neg speaker has previously made this point, then 3rd Neg can reinforce by citing Cathy
Freeman and Ussain Bolt as new examples).

Key Elements (Criteria) for Adjudication
Marks are awarded for Matter, Manner, and Method, weighted 40:40:20 respectively.
The key elements considered when adjudicating Matter are:
Logic, ie whether the logic is clear, and whether the conclusions follow rationally from the
arguments/evidence; and
Relevance, ie whether the arguments/evidence add weight to the case by being directly relevant
to the topic and authoritative.
Remember that all Matter presented after the bell, and new arguments from 3rd Negative, are just
ignored by the adjudicator.
The key elements considered when adjudicating Manner are:
Body language, (ie eye contact, notes, gesture, stance); and
Vocal style, (ie audibility, clarity, tone, variety, pace, pauses, and language)
The key elements considered when adjudicating Method are:
Responsiveness
The speech should include dynamic response to issues raised during the debate;
There must be an adequate quantity of rebuttal;
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Rebuttal must address key strategic issues.
Structure
The speaker’s own speech:
The speech must be effectively structured, with an opening, signposting, logical
sequence of ideas, conclusion.
The speaker must cover his standard roles/responsibilities
Together, speeches should show evidence of Teamwork, including:
Team case, including an outline, progressive contribution, and progressive
reinforcement;
Team split - complementary aspects added by each speaker; and
Team line – a single consistent theme.
So, in summary:
There is now an authoritative reference that governs our debates.
The Australian Debating Federation rules still focus on the 3 traditional criteria, Matter, Manner, and
Method, and the primary focus continues to be Matter and Manner (ie 80% of the score).
But what counts towards Matter and Method, and how it is counted, is very specific. In particular, we
need to understand:
How to deal with speeches that go over or under time;
What counts as new material; and
How to tell if definitions are reasonable and not prohibited.
Martin Stone
(Club 2)

The catalyst for me joining Rostrum was a
current need I have for gaining skills and
confidence in public speaking. Rostrum
has simply 'always been there'. A bit like
Rotary and the Lions Club! I hope to
increase my confidence and develop skills
and strategies for public speaking. My
interests include, community work, being
creative, scrabble, my grandchildren and
beautiful granddog :)
(L—R): Spr Lynne Jarvis inducted into Club 11 by the President,
Spr Allan Miettinen

Lynne Jarvis

Trivia Warner Communications paid 28 million for the copyright to the song Happy Birthday. Fmn Dave Asten
Intelligent people have more zinc and copper in their hair. A comet's tail always points away from the sun.
The Swine Flu vaccine in 1976 caused more death and illness than the disease it was intended to prevent.
Caffeine increases the power of aspirin and other painkillers, that is why it is found in some medicines.
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What was the catalyst for you joining Rostrum?
To manage my nervousness and to become better
at public speaking.
How did you find out about Rostrum?
By surfing the Internet
What do you hope to gain from Rostrum?
Friendship, enjoyment, experience, a laugh and to
be able to speak competently
Your interests/hobbies
Camping, Fishing, restoration of vehicles, cycling.
Doug Scarfe (L)
My Daughter is getting married next May and I
want to make my daughter proud when I give the
father of the bride speech.
I had the choice of Devonport Toastmasters,
Wynyard Rostrum, Burnie Rostrum. I chose
Burnie because Thursday night meetings were
the most convenient.
In the distant past I remember going to a
Rostrum meeting on the mainland for work. I
was impressed with the way the meetings were
conducted, and that experience influenced me
into joining Rostrum Burnie.
I got the contact details for Burnie Rostrum off
the internet. Dario Salpietro

(L-R): Spr Dario Salpietro is inducted by
Spr Allan Miettinen

I had been putting off joining a club to improve my
public speaking for a while, but then I was asked to
speak at a wedding and that was the main catalyst for
me actively seeking assistance. It was around the same
time that a work colleague told me about the personal
success they had gained through Rostrum, it seemed
like a good fit and I decided to attend some meetings as
a guest. The supportive atmosphere and focus on
personal development appealed to me and it wasn’t
long before I became a member. My short term goal is
to develop the confidence and ability to deliver a
wedding speech. However my long term goal has always
been to improve my communication skills which I
believe will greatly improve my job performance.
Outside of Rostrum I enjoy reading and have an interest
in exploring other cultures.
I joined Rostrum on the 16th June 2016.
David Scoles
(L—R): Sprs Allan Miettinen and David Scoles
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What is APSO?
When ARC members visited Club 48 Preston the evening before the ARC conference started in Melbourne, a
lively agenda entertained all those there. Inviting ARC members to speak, Tasmanian President Dave Asten
presented a short speech on APSO.
While Dave’s presentation was well received, Preston club member Spr Sean McCaul provided a highlight of
the evening. He presented his novice interpretation of APSO beautifully:
A
Anxious
P
Panicky
S
Stressed
O
overwhelmed.
All present reassured Sean that soon he would come to understand the Tasmanian APSO. For club well-being,
all members need to consider:
A
Attendance (at meetings). Helps the member and makes the meeting more meaningful for others.
P
Participation. Good for the member, stretches boundaries, provides variation for other members.
S
Support. Not just support from the Program Director and coach, but informal support from friends.
O
Outreach, when we take the plunge to visit another club, take part in a debate, undertake Critic
training, enter a speaking competition. Also to invite a friend or colleague to your club, to help in Voice
of Youth, and Rostrum promotions.
Rostrum Australia
Yesterday at 3:07pm
Picture (L-R): Sean McCaul (VIC) and David
Asten (TAS) teamed up for this thought on
Rostrum.

On the personal journey of self development
it's hard to pass Rostrum

Trivia The roar that we hear when we place a
seashell next to our ear is not the ocean, but rather
the sound of blood surging through the veins in the
ear.
Nine out of every 10 living things live in the ocean.
The banana cannot reproduce itself. It can be
propagated only by the hand of man.
Airports at higher altitudes require a longer airstrip
due to lower air density.
The University of Alaska spans four time zones.
The tooth is the only part of the human body that
cannot heal itself.
In ancient Greece , tossing an apple to a girl was a
traditional proposal of marriage. Catching it meant
she accepted.
Fmn Dave Asten
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Come one, come all-North West
Regional Final Voice of Youth
When you open your door to everyone,
how many people will step over the
threshold? The answer- wait and see.
This year 112 Tasmanian secondary
students decided to accept the open
invitation to compete in Rostrum’s
youthful flagship- Voice of Youth. Not
knowing how many to set the table for
or indeed if multiple sittings would be
needed, was slightly unsettling as our
ship was entering unchartered waters.
By early April, 19 juniors and 13 seniors had accepted the invitation to compete in the NW Regional Final of Voice
of Youth and the gangplank was raised.
With record numbers confirmed, the quest for a suitable venue and format commenced. The middle school at
Marist Regional College suited the desired specifications to run parallel junior and senior competitions. The
competition took place on Friday 6th May at 6:30pm.
A cross section of government and non-government schools competed: Geneva Christian School, Marist Regional
College, Wynyard High School, Burnie High School, Parklands High School and Sheffield School. Burnie High School
and Parklands High School had been absent from the competition for a number of years so it was gratifying to
welcome them back on board.
The junior section was hotly contested, with Erin Galbraith and Izzi Ward selected to compete at the State Final,
along with Sam Watson and Joshua Bass to represent the NW Region in the senior section.
I sincerely thank the crew of HMAS North West Invincible who were diligent in their service to Rostrum.
Contributed
Captain McDonagh
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2016 was a year of firsts for Rostrum Voice of Youth.









There were no limits placed on the number of entries per school.
A record 120 online entries were received.
14 Regional Finals were conducted in Hobart, Burnie and Launceston in early May
The representation from Government Schools was greater than it has even been. This was reflected
in the State Final where seven of the eight junior state finalists were from Government Schools.
Two perpetual shields were created to recognise the contribution of Freeman Malcolm Grant for
over 50 years of service to Rostrum and RVOY. They were presented by Rohan Grant.
16 Encouragement Book Awards were also presented in honour of Freeman Malcolm Grant.
Many members/clubs mentored students, encouraging participation.
There was record sponsorship, allowing us to expand the program and provide recognition for all
our participants.
Rotary Club of Hobart

Rotary Club of Tamar Sunrise

We are indebted to the support of the RACT, Birchalls, The Rotary Clubs of Hobart and Tamar Sunrise and
Vos Construction. The following schools also made their facilities available: Marist Regional College,
The Friends’ School and Scotch Oakburn College for the Regional and State Final.
With a record 14 participants in the State Final, the junior and senior prepared speech finals were held
separately and the students then combined for the short notice section and presentations.
President Dave Asten with the Senior finalists (Below L-R): Eamonn Shorter (Launceston Church Grammar School),
Olivia Burdick (St Mary’s College), Dylan-Seckold Bamford (Launceston College), Vivian Imbriotis (The Friends’
School), Samuel Watson (St Brendan Shaw) and Joshua Bass (Geneva Christian College).

Eamonn Shorter was the senior winner who spoke on the subject, Circuit Breaker. Dylan
Seckold-Bamford was runner-up who shared his thoughts on The Road to Recovery.
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There were a record eight junior finalists.

President Dave Asten with Sadie Buckland (Huonville High School), Erin Galbraith (Marist Regional
College), Kade Renshaw (Riverside High School), Kelly Stone (New Town High School), Jessica Pursell
and Bryher McKeown from (Taroona High School) and Karis Bissett (Scottsdale High School). Absent:
Izzi Ward from Wynyard High School.
Kelly won the Junior Section speaking on the subject, A Firm Foundation. Sadie came second with her
speech, For We Are Young and Free.

Dave Asten with Tasmania’s National finalists: Kelly and Eamonn.
Special thanks to the Regional Coordinators: Tess McDonagh and Karen Macpherson for all that they
have done to provide such a wonderful opportunity for the young people in their regions.
I step down from my role as State Coordinator after 11 years in that role and wish Karen Macpherson
all the best as she assumes that role in 2017. I am extremely grateful to the Rostrum members and
friends who have generously contributed their time and effort to ensure the success of the Rostrum
Voice of Youth program. A particular thank you to my husband Rod, who is such a tremendous support
at the Regional, State and National levels. RVOY is certainly a team effort!
Jenny Fraser
(State and National Coordinator of RVOY, 2016)
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Fourteen of Australia’s finest young speakers gathered in Melbourne for the National Final of Rostrum
Voice of Youth 2016. The standard of speaking was exceptional.
Laura, one of the participants summed up the spirit of the Rostrum Voice of Youth program so well when
she said,
” I don’t enter Rostrum so much for the competition. I always participate simply because I always have an
idea to share and Rostrum is one of the only places where my opinion, as a young person, is heard and
valued by supportive members and volunteers.”
Rostrum Voice of Youth is a wonderful opportunity for Australia’s young people to develop their speaking,
research and writing skills. It gives them a platform to have their views heard.
But it gives Rostrum so much more.


It provides a national platform for Rostrum to promote the benefits of joining Rostrum.
 It promotes networking, friendships and the development of new skills for Rostrum members
within zones and across the nation.
 It allows us to develop our adjudication, chairmanship and organisational skills.
As Rostrum members we can practise our mentoring and ensure good communication skills are passed on
to the next generation.
To the members who have been involved in 2016, I say “Thank You” on behalf of the 1592 young people
whom you helped to develop their confidence and communication skills.
In the words of the National senior winner, Isabella, “My experience with Rostrum over the years has
been fantastic! I started five years ago (in year 7) and along the way I’ve learned so much and gained
confidence that helps me in everything I do. Thank you so much for the opportunity.”
The National Final is a wonderful culmination to the Rostrum Voice of Youth program. Students spoke on
a diverse range of topics from American gun laws to anti bullying, from creative education to violence
against women.
The placegetters in the senior section were:
Senior section:
1st Isabella Monardo, Kincoopal Rose Bay, NSW
2nd Eamonn Shorter, Launceston Church Grammar School, Tasmania
3rd Erin Condrin, AB Paterson College, Queensland.
Junior section:
1st Ruby Adler, SCEGGS Darlinghurst, NSW
2nd Kelly Stone, New Town High School, Tasmania
3rd Esther Nixon, Ursula Frayne Catholic College, Western Australia
Thank you to the National Convenor, Kylie Campbell and her Victorian team for providing a wonderful
weekend of activities for the students. Greyhound sponsored the National Final and provided a coach to
transport the students, coordinators and family members throughout the weekend. We are also
extremely grateful to St Kevin’s College for making their facilities available for the National Final.
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1st Ruby Adler and Isabella Monardo (NSW)

2nd Eamonn Shorter and Kelly Stone
(TAS)
I urge Rostrum members to support their zone
coordinators to make the 2017 program even
more successful. Imagine what could be achieved
if every club decided to support the Rostrum
Voice of Youth program in their own
communities. If you would like to find out more
how your club can benefit by participating in the
Rostrum Voice of Youth program please email
Jenny Fraser, the National Coordinator,
voy@rostrum.com.au

3rd Esther Nixon(WA) and Erin Condrin (Q’land)

The 2016 National Finalists

Queensland Rostrum will host the 2017 National Voice of Youth National Final in Brisbane in the last
weekend in July. Thank you to Meg Olsson for accepting the challenge as the 2017 convenor.
Jenny Fraser (National Rostrum Voice of Youth Coordinator)
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On 12th June Rostrum lost another stalwart of Tasmanian Rostrum – Freeman Joe Bramble.
Joe made an amazing contribution to Rostrum. He served for over fifty years as a member of
Club 9 and filled every possible office. He played a great part at Regional and State level.
Clarry Pryor recollects “that in 1996 Joe decided that since breakfast clubs in Hobart seemed
to be flourishing it was time we had one in Launceston. So Joe founded Club number 14. He
conceived the idea, he arranged the venue, he recruited the members and he nurtured the
club through its early difficult period. Joe attended and contributed with the utmost
regularity until the need to care for his late wife Dorothy was such that he was unable to
come to early morning meetings. So we had to regretfully relinquish him to club 9. We
know Joe as a competent, kindly and absolutely unflappable chairman. He is a very
competent critic, again kindly, constructive and very, very encouraging.”

My early contact with Joe was when I was a student and Joe visited our school warning us of the dangers of hydatids. He must
have made an impact as I can still picture him in our school lecture theatre over forty years later. Rod and I fondly recall Joe
adjudicating our early school debates and his guidance at an early Critics Training Course at the Grange, Campbell Town. Joe
has entertained us on many occasions at our Rostrum Christmas meetings with his humorous speeches, often given in an
Indian accent.
Clarry recalls many of those speeches and one in particular when “Joe became again Lieutenant Joe Bramble, Royal Navy on
secondment to the Indian navy during WW11. Joe was required to transport a shipload of goats from India to Ceylon to feed
Mountbatten’s troops. Anyone who heard that particular speech will never forget it and the rest of you have been sadly, sadly
deprived. You really should have heard Lieutenant Bramble moving those goats about.”
Joe was a very humorous speaker and it was very fitting that at the final Christmas gathering before he left Tasmania to join his
daughters in northern NSW, he won the Trevor Colqhoun trophy for Humorous Speaking. At a farewell breakfast for Joe, thirty
Rostrum members and friends gathered to celebrate Joe’s contribution to Rostrum in Tasmania. During that meeting members
paid tribute to Freeman Joe including the President of Club 9 at that time, Speaker Will Cassidy who made a presentation on
behalf of Clubs 9 and 14. Freeman Dave Asten shared greetings from the southern Tasmanian clubs.
Joe was also a wonderful supporter of the Legacy Public Speaking Competition for secondary students and Rostrum Voice of
Youth. He was always willing to share his knowledge and mentor others.
Joe will certainly be missed by his many friends in Tasmanian Rostrum. As a memorial to Joe, Club 14 has a plaque proudly
displayed on our lectern which reads: In memory of Freeman Joe Bramble, Founder and friend of Club 14 . Joe has left us with
a wonderful legacy and we are extremely grateful for his friendship, guidance and inspiration. Freeman Jenny Fraser (Club 14)

Freeman Joe with the Trevor Colquhoun Humorous Speaking Award.
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During his time with his family in NSW Dad continued in his passion for ‘holding court’ and telling his
story, until his voice became a whisper and his bed became his podium. Even then facial expression
and gesture came into play and interactions were rich with tacit understanding and humour. Still, I
wanted to find some words that might give voice to Dad’s experience during his final few weeks and
found a very apt poem entitled ‘Holding Court’ by Clive James, contained in a book called “Falling and
Flying: Poems on Ageing”.
What follows is the final stanza of the poem:
“Be pleased that things are simple now, at least,
As certitude succeeds bewilderment.
The storm blew out and this is the dead calm.
The pain is going where the passion went.
Few things will move you now to lose your head
And you can cause, or be caused, little harm.
Tonight you leave your audience content;
You were the ghost they wanted at the feast,
Though none of them recalls a word you said.”
Although your words may not be recalled, you our special Dad, are unforgettable …..
Marguerite Bramble (daughter)
Reference:

Beveridge, J., & Ogle, S. (2015). Falling and Flying: Poems on Ageing. Blackheath, NSW: Brandl & Schlesinger.

Freeman Joe (in the middle) with Freeman Clarry Pryor (L) and
Freeman Ted Gleeson (R) at Joe’s farewell meeting at Club 14.
Drinking water after eating reduces the acid in your
mouth by 61percent.
Peanut oil is used for cooking in submarines because it
doesn't smoke unless it's heated above 450F.
More Trivia & more to come ,,,,,,

(Above): Freeman Russell Watson holding the
Rostrum lectern with the plaque to recognise
Freeman Joe.
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I recently attended my first Australian Federation of Civil Celebrants Conference in Glenelg Adelaide. The
theme of the conference was ‘You’re the Voice’…….The Voice of Celebrancy. I must admit I hadn’t given
much thought to the title, mostly associating the theme with John Farnham’s hit song.
Surprise! We kicked off proceedings with a rousing rendition of that very song.
I give a huge thank you to the key note speaker Robyn Moore from Tasmania, who made the theme real
for me. Robyn has been a Voice-Over artist for more than 40 years. Do you remember the 1980’s TV
series, ‘The New Adventures of ‘Blinky Bill’? The lead character, a young koala wears red knicker-bocker
dungarees with a yellow button. His voice actor was Robyn who based his voice on a naughty little boy in
her classroom when she used to be a primary school teacher. Robyn entertained and inspired us
throughout her speech focusing on ‘the power of the word’ and how we have the power to empower
others through communication. She literally bombarded us with so many exciting and thought provoking
ideas; I was relieved to hear her say there would be a handout at the end of her presentation. A quote
from Blinky Bill, ‘Have an extraordinary life! You may as well!’
Another of our celebrity speakers was Australia's most prominent openly gay politician, Senator Penny
Wong who is a campaigner for Marriage Equality. She inspired the Celebrant audience and recognised us
as people in the community who are given the honour of celebrating all of life’s’ events, from births,
marriages, to farewelling respected loved ones.
(Did you know that Commonwealth Civil Celebrants are the most operational arm of the Marriage Act,
and solemnise more than two thirds of the marriages in Australia?)
Over the three days there were countless opportunities to connect and network with many other
speakers and presenters, and most importantly for me to engage with like-minded passionate Celebrants.
One of my elective sessions was with Jacky Dakin author of ‘Short Poppies Can Grow’. This session
focused on how to give confident ceremony presentations. Some points Jacky covered included, make an
impact, speak out at meetings, overcome nerves, sell your ideas and influence others. I sincerely think my
membership with Rostrum clubs 9 and 14 are assisting me in achieving many of these characteristics of
public speaking.
It is always a delight to create an original and authentic ceremony with a couple getting married; however
there is also a very serious side to this life changing event. As Commonwealth Registered Civil Celebrants
we are obliged to complete five hours of Ongoing Professional Development each year with a training
organisation approved by the Attorney- General’s Department. This years’ training was incorporated into
the conference program, and delivered expertly by AssentTECS. The training focused on Marriage
Documentation and Statutory Declarations, and Real Consent of Parties to an Intended Marriage.
One of the social highlights for me was the Government House Reception where we were greeted by the
Governor His Excellency the Honourable Hieu Van Le AC and Mrs Lan Le. With a glass of bubbles in
hand, we were treated to a personal tour of the house by the very charming, Mrs Le. Her knowledge and
stories about this great house were informative and entertaining.
All too soon the conference was coming to an end, but not without a final upbeat rendition of John
Farnham’s ‘You’re the Voice’ at the ‘A Moment in Time’ Gala Dinner. There were masses of ‘Bling in the
Ballroom’ on the last night, Celebrants dressed in their furs and finery. Everyone was relaxed and enjoyed
an evening of dining, dancing, fun and camaraderie.
We now look forward to next years’ conference which will be held in Sydney, the theme being ‘Just Add
Sparkle’. I think I can do that.
Spr Linda Benneworth
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Club 14 members enjoyed a visit from State President, Freeman
Dave Asten (R). Dave is pictured with Russell McCashney (L) and
Linda Benneworth (Middle). Russell was the critic for the meeting
and Linda shared her experience about her recent attendance at
the Find Your Voice Civil Celebrants’ Conference. Jenny Fraser

Our Special Visitor to Club 14

The Southern Region had a record number of entries in 2016. It was especially pleasing to see entrants from a
number of schools who have never participated before. Our Junior students spoke during the morning session with
the Seniors taking the afternoon session. We offered a light lunch this year which gave students, parents and
teachers, along with Rostrum volunteers the opportunity to mingle and get to know each other better.
The standard of speeches on the day was very high and gave adjudicators much to ponder during their
deliberations. Kelly Stone from New Town HS went on to represent Tasmania in the Junior section at the National
Finals where he came second.
I would like to thank all of the Southern Region Volunteers for their support – the event could not have been as
successful without your time and efforts. Adjudicators not only gave up time on the day, but also attended
workshops facilitated by Speaker Jim McCormack in the lead up. Several Rostrum members also ‘volunteered’
partners and family members to lend a hand – and it was all much appreciated!
A big thank you must also go to our sponsors and supporters without whom we would not be able to run RVOY.
The Friends School once again provided a great venue for the competition.
On a personal note I would like to thank Jenny Fraser for all her guidance as I stepped into the Co-ordinator role.
I only hope I can emulate her success as I step into the State Co-ordinator role in 2017.
Karen Macpherson
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Have you ever thought, dreamt, and even planned a
radical change to your life and lifestyle? Well, I’ve
done all of those things over the past 4 years and
made my dream a reality by relocating to Cairns to
live.
The enormity of such a decision by my wife Val and I
isn’t one to be underestimated. This was a
monumental move, one that was easy to say ‘yes’ to,
when we finally made our decision one afternoon
over coffee on our patio at our house at Country Club
Avenue in Launceston, but as time unfolded, it
became apparent that this would be a somewhat
daunting and exhausting task, and it was!
We left Tasmania on June 25th (before the floods) and drove 4,000 kms over 9 days, arriving in an
unusually muggy and warm Cairns (for this time of year). A week later we set up ‘house’ in an apartment
at Trinity Beach. Five weeks on and we are adapting to our new life. It’s exciting, strange and different.
We have lived here before (7 months in 2011) so we aren’t strangers to the place, but it’s different; we’re
not tourists, we are residents and that puts everything into a totally new perspective. Suddenly nothing’s
the same anymore, even everyday tasks seem different; a change of culture and a change of lifestyle. Will
it work out for us? Time will tell, but so far, so good.
I joined Rostrum in 2006, and except for a year away in 2011, I regularly attended meetings at Club 14. I
undertook the roles of Secretary and Program Manager, and I was honored when elected as Club
President for 2016.
One of my regrets was having to leave the club that had been such a regular part of my life since I joined.
Its members are more like ‘family’ than friends. This is a wonderful, enthusiastic and caring club and I miss
the camaraderie and the wonderful speeches.
I always looked forward to Tuesday mornings and I was never disappointed as each meeting brought with
it at least one highlight, if not many. Speakers dressed for the occasion to add depth and character to
their speeches, others being caught out with impromptu performances; speeches that brought tears to
my eyes, others that made me laugh; the serious, the passionate and the brilliantly timed and scripted
speeches that left you wanting more. This is what Club 14 is all about!
I have attended Club 31 in Cairns on a previous visit and enjoyed the experience immensely, however, I’m
not ready yet to attend meetings. I need time to adjust to my new surroundings and adjust to life without
Club 14.
Richard Klekociuk

(Picture L to R): Fmn Jenny Fraser and Spr Richard Klekociuk)

Trivia Zero is the only number that cannot be represented by Roman numerals.
Kites were used in the American Civil War to deliver letters and newspapers.
The song, Auld Lang Syne, is sung at the stroke of midnight in almost every English-speaking country in the
world to bring in the new year. Sent in by Fmn Dave Asten
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Via the good agency of a sudden increase of our membership the club that in the not too
distant past was struggling with a low membership, now finds its self in a very healthy position.
Our new members bring a range of skills and experience, from divers backgrounds including
Medicine, Engineering, Social Science ,Local Government and Television Photography.
All having a common aim which Rostrum seeks to fulfil and a bonus has been Spr Dario
Salpietro (R) was prepared to use his extensive ABC cameraman
skills to film the action of the Clubs weekly 21st July meeting,
allowing us to view the end result the following week
Thus enabling a means of constructive critique both from ourselves
as individuals, on watching our own presentations and the thoughts
of others.
The recorded programme with subject matter suggested by Spr Joan
Harvey brought out:A flight in a light plane to Finders Island by Fmn Tess McDonagh.
A demonstration of Scuba Diving by Spr Reg Harvey (R) assisted Spr
David Scoles (L). (See Below)
The birth, death and re birth of the British Sugar Beet
Industry and British Trade by Spr Gerry Gunton.
The reclamation and re build of a Hudson Motor Car by Spr
Doug Scarfe.
Our Chairman for the evening being another of our newer
members Spr Denise Faulks assisted by Spr Tim McCarthy as
secretary.
We did not have the benefits of a large production team the
Cameraman, Stage manager, Lighting Technician, Producer
and Editor was all the one person Spr Dario and we are very
grateful for his efforts.
Gerry Gunton Spr
Seated L to R: Sprs Themba Bulle, Denise
Faulks, Tim McCarthy, Joan Harvey and
Gerry Gunton

No 11 Rostrum Club Burnie.

I was visiting my daughter last night
when I asked her for a newspaper
“This is the 21st century, Mum,” she
said, “we don’t waste money on
newspapers. Here use my ipad.”
I can tell you this ... that fly never knew
what hit him!
If you stop getting thirsty, you need to drink more
water. When a human body is dehydrated, its thirst
mechanism shuts off.

Glass takes one million years to decompose, which means it
never wears out and can be recycled an infinite amount of
times!’
and more Trivia...
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Yearly
Debate

On 26th May 2016 an interclub debate took place between Clubs 11 & 15 on the subject of "the municipalities of
Burnie and Waratah-Wynyard should be amalgamated".

Club 11 was represented by Themba Bulle, Richard Morriss and
Tim McCarthy and presented the affirmative case:

Club 15 was represented by Leigh Barrenger,
Maureen Bradley and Rod Walker.

An entertaining debate ensued in which Club 11 sought to demonstrate that amalgamation was both desirable and
inevitable because of prevailing inefficiencies in both Councils and that the North-West as a whole, and Burnie/
Waratah- Wynyard in particular, was really one broad community. Club 15 disputed the level of savings and
efficiencies that would result and made an impassioned plea for the identity of Waratah-Wynyard to be maintained
and not assimilated into a Burnie-centric entity.
The adjudicating panel of John Packham, Tess McDonagh and Mary Kille took some time before declaring Club 11 as
the narrow victor, continuing a long run of success for Burnie in the traditional battle of NW rivals.
The evening concluded with a convivial supper, enjoyed by all those in attendance.

Tim McCarthy
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(L-R): Sprs Doug Scarfe presenting
Allan Miettinen with a gavel for
club 11 use. “ It was 20cents well
spent at the local tip shop in
Burnie,” said Doug.
The Bathtub Test
During a visit to the Mental Health
Asylum I asked the Director how did
he determine if a person should be
institutionalized
“Well,” said the Director, “we fill up a
bathtub and offer the patient a
teaspoon, cup or bucket to empty the
bathtub.”
“Oh!” I said, “A normal person would
use a bucket because it is bigger than a
teaspoon or a teacup.
“No.” said the Director “A normal
person would pull the plug. Do you
want a bed near the window?”

(Club 11 L-R): Sprs Dario Salpietro, Reg Harvey, Fmn Tess McDonagh, Sprs Allan Miettinen, Gerry Gunton, Gai Cunningham,
Joan Harvey, Lynne Jarvis, Richard Morriss, Tim McCarthy, David Scoles, Doug Scarfe. Photo by Spr Denise Faulks

USA President Obama is a great example of an orator. During my recent overseas holiday, when TV
coverage in English was poor, we were able to hear and see Obama's address at the memorial service for
the five slain Dallas policemen.
Vehement, passionate, beautiful use of pause for emphasis. If he used notes (and he spoke for over 20
minutes) they were only referred to briefly. He had researched well and knew that he had a very wide
audience, to whom he appealed on several occasions. He reached individuals affected by the tragedy,
but also addressed the wider topic of race relations in USA and how, despite progress within his lifetime,
more was still needed.
I would rate his speech at 9.5 out of 10 Freeman Jill Brasch -Reaney
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Rostrum Club 9 has had a successful few months, with programs that have featured everything
from heated debates and guest speakers, to humorous readings and moving speeches. Perhaps
the greatest highlights though have been several new speakers, who have been working through
the Rostrum Personal Development Program. These speakers have grown in confidence and ability
greatly over a relatively short period. Here is a short appraisal from one of those speakers.
I joined Rostrum to develop my public speaking skills to assist with my confidence at work.
Since working my way through the speaking program I have gone through hating getting
up and speaking to being able to enjoy talking in front of a group of people. I have found
Rostrum Club 9 to be a wonderfully supportive and encouraging group. I am looking
forward to creating and listening to many more entertaining speeches in the coming year.
Outside of regular meetings, members of Rostrum Club 9 have visited the Launceston
Toastmasters Group as well as participating in the adjudication of the Northern Senior Schools
Debating roster, including the Parliamentary Shield and Plate finals. Several members were also
heavily involved –whether as adjudicators or assistants – in the regional and state finals for
Rostrum Voice of Youth. We are very grateful to all members and visitors for their ongoing
support of this small but passionate club, and look forward to what the rest of the year holds.
Spr Matthew Connelley

Debating Report
Since the beginning of the school year
until the end of June, Spr Will Cassidy,
Fmn Rod Fraser and Spr Matthew
Connelley of Rostrum Club 9 were
heavily involved in the Northern
Senior Schools Debating Roster as
adjudicators. During this competition,
they listened to debates on subjects

that ranged from whether we should tax sugar, to whether the
pen is truly mightier than the sword. As adjudicators, these
speakers were kept on their toes by the often insightful
reflections and opinions of speakers, and were challenged not
simply to give the result of the debate, but also to help the
participants to develop as speakers and thinkers.
In June, the Parliamentary Shield and Parliamentary Plate
debating competitions were held, and all three Rostrum Club 9
speakers were nominated to act as adjudicators for this
competition. All three represented Rostrum well, as many of the
debates featured highly skilled teams, with the final scores for the
teams sometimes only being separated by a single point. Fmn Rod
and Spr Matthew were both selected as panellists to adjudicate
the final of the Parliamentary Plate competition, and Spr Will was
selected as a panellist for the final of the prestigious

(L-R): Spr Matthew Connelley, Spr Will

Parliamentary Shield.
All three speakers are to be congratulated for the professionalism and skill that they demonstrated as both
adjudicators and mentors throughout both competition, and we are grateful for the time that they gave up to
make these competitions a success.
Spr Matthew Connelley
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Gai Cunningham
Newsletter Editor
Phone: 6431 9135
Email: gai.cunningham@gmail.com
17 Abbott St, Burnie, 7320

Rostrum is on line at http://www.rostrum.com.au/
Google Rostrum Australia Find your voice and
several examples of the National Webpage will
come up
Any questions, please contact Fmn Jenny Blain
the webmaster@rostrum.com.au
Additional functionality is available for registered
members.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT NEWSLETTER IS

28th November, 2016

Access to the private part of Rostrum Tasmania
will be accomplished. Enquiries

EVENTS FOR 2016

tasenquiries@rostrum.com.au

State Council Office Bearers 2016
President Fmn David Asten (Club 2 &3)
Vice-Presidents

(Clubs will be advised of any amendments or additions)

August
14

SC Meeting Teleconference

North Fmn Rod Fraser (Club 9 &14)

September

Northwest

October

Fmn Tess McDonagh (Club 11)

South Spr Diane Golden (Club 3)
Secretary Spr Lorraine Redway (Club 3)
Treasurer Spr Richard Morriss ( Club 11)

November

Auditor

28

Spr Harvey Lennon (Club 8)

Public Officer

19

SC Meeting, Novice Speakers Competition
SJMMA and State Dinner
Deadline for Wordpower Edition 78

December Most Clubs break up

Fmn Geoff Rosan (Club 3)
Training Officers
North Fmn Jenny Fraser (Club 14)
Northwest Fmn Helen Hutchinson (Club 11)
South Spr Martin Stone (Club 2)
Promotions & Marketing Vacant
Rostrum Voice of Youth State Coordinator
& North Fmn Jenny Fraser (Club 14)
Northwest Fmn Tess McDonagh (Club 11)
South Spr Karen Macpherson (Club 3)
Editor WordPower
Spr Gai Cunningham (Club 11)
Archives Fmn Linley Grant (Club 3)
Tasmanian Website Coordinator
Spr Michael Evans (Club 3)

National RVOY Coordinator Fmn Jenny Fraser
ARC Vice President Fmn Dave Asten

Printed by the Office of Senator Jacqui Lambie

Editorial:
In 2005 I took on the role as Editor of
Wordpower from the previous editor, Fmn
Warren Nichols. Here it is 2016 and by the
end of this year I will have done 12 years at
the helm. For me that will be the end and I
hope by 2017 another Tasmanian Editor will
continue this newsletter, the format and
number of editions will be in the hands of the
next Editor. I hope they keep the name
because Wordpower epitomizes Rostrum.
Thank you to all the people who have
contributed to this and each edition. For me it
has been a good way to keep track of what is
happening with my Club, gain insights into the
lives of other clubs and via email meet many
people.
Gold is the only metal that doesn't rust, even if it's buried in the
ground for thousands of years.
Your tongue is the only muscle in your body that is attached at
only one end. Trivia Fmn Dave Asten

